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The Story of the Stone
(Dream of the Red Chamber)

Edited by Andrew Schonebaum
and Tina Lu

“A truly instructive volume of diverse studies on a range of subjects that does justice to the novel’s own representational diversity and plenitude of culture.”
—Anthony C. Yu
University of Chicago

The Story of the Stone (or Dream of the Red Chamber), a Chinese novel by Cao Xueqin and continued by Gao E, tells of an amazing garden, of a young man’s choice between two beautiful women, of his journey toward enlightenment, and of the moral and financial decline of a powerful family.

Published in 1792, it depicts virtually every facet of life in eighteenth-century China—and has influenced culture in China ever since.

Now available.
xi & 515 pp. 6 x 9
Cloth 978-1-60329-110-1
$37.50
Paper 978-1-60329-111-8
$19.75

Join the MLA and receive 20% off the listed price.
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Genre is devoted to the study of the codes, conventions, and histories of generic forms in the context of their cultural manifestations and effects. It publishes articles that deal with questions of genre in both literary and nonliterary forms, that apply a broad range of disciplinary and interdisciplinary approaches to genre, or that consider theoretical, institutional, or political dimensions of discourse.

Daniela Garofalo, editor

Subscribe today.
Three issues annually

Individuals: $40
Students: $20 (photocopy of valid student ID required)

To place your order, please visit dukeupress.edu/genre.

Stay up to date.
Follow the Genre RSS feed.
For more information, visit genre.dukejournals.org.
French Historical Studies

The official journal of the Society for French Historical Studies

French Historical Studies, the leading journal on the history of France, publishes groundbreaking articles, commentaries, and bibliographies on all periods of French history, from the Middle Ages to the present.

Subscription rates include membership in the Society for French Historical Studies.

Rachel Fuchs and Kent Wright, coeditors

Join today!
Four issues annually

Individuals: $45
Students: $25 (copy of valid student ID required)

Society membership, online access, and keyword and table-of-contents alerts are available with a subscription.

To order, please visit dukeupress.edu/fhs.
Journal of Medieval and Early Modern Studies

David Aers and Valeria Finucci, editors
Michael Cornett, managing editor

The Journal of Medieval and Early Modern Studies fosters rigorous investigation of historiographical representations of European and western Asian cultural forms from late antiquity to the seventeenth century. Each issue contains articles informed by historical inquiry as well as contemporary theoretical debate.

Subscription Information

Three issues annually
Table-of-contents alerting and online access are available with a print subscription.

Individuals: $38
Students: $22 (photocopy of valid student ID required)

To subscribe, please visit dukeupress.edu/jmems.